NEWSWIRE
The Canadian HR Newswire offers you the ideal solution, and provides you
with an effective vehicle that will deliver your message straight into the email
inboxes of the HR community. You can reach more than 12,800 subscribers
every week, and benefit from the high levels of engagement that professionals
have with the newswire.
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NEWSWIRE EXTRA EXCLUSIVE E-BLAST
This is an exclusive newswire that reaches Canadian HR Reporter’s email
audience of 12,800 professionals which includes the top three stories of the
day as chosen by the publication’s editorial team.
You supply us with your ad (600 x 350 pixels; jpg format; non-animated) and
50 words of text that can link to your website, whitepaper, registration forms or
even content that we host for you on Canadian HR Reporter’s website and we
do the rest.
50 words of text + link

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SOLE SPONSORSHIP FOR $3,285*

For more information, please contact Paul Burton at
paul.burton@habpress.ca or 416.649.9928
*Applicable taxes will be added to all rates.
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